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Abstract
We tackle a challenging problem at the intersection of two

emerging technologies: post-quantum cryptography (PQC)
and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication with its strict re-
quirements. We are the first to devise and evaluate a practical,
provably secure design for integrating PQ authentication into
the IEEE 1609.2 V2V security ecosystem. By theoretically
and empirically analyzing the three PQ signature algorithms
selected for standardization by NIST, as well as XMSS (RFC
8391), we propose a Partially Hybrid design—a tailored fu-
sion of classical cryptography and PQC—for use during the
nascent transition period to PQC. As opposed to a direct sub-
stitution of PQC for classical cryptography, our design meets
the unique constraints of standardized V2V protocols.

1 Introduction

Connected vehicle (CV) technologies are among the safety
requirements of advanced driver-assistance and future au-
tonomous driving systems [48], and are further integral to
emerging intelligent transportation systems. Those tech-
nologies are proliferating globally under the umbrella of
vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication, where vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) communication is expected to have a large
($20 billion [75]) share of this market. V2V has the poten-
tial to drastically reduce roadway collisions [52] and, at the
same time, increase transportation system efficiency (reduce
travel time, pollution, etc.). It requires each vehicle to regu-
larly broadcast safety messages containing travel information
(location, heading, etc.), facilitating proactive movement coor-
dination by other vehicles. Thousands of vehicles on the road
today are already equipped with V2V modules [16] and their
adoption rate continues to accelerate; e.g., Ford and other
major automakers intend to begin an immediate, nationwide
deployment of V2V on new vehicles sold in the U.S. as soon
as regulatory approval is granted [26]. This matches the in-
creasing pace of standardization efforts, as IEEE and 3GPP
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envision expanded use cases of V2V (platooning, sensor data
sharing, 3D mapping, etc.) to increase safety, efficiency, and
autonomy [8, 42, 65]. An overhaul of the IEEE protocol for
V2V–Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)–is be-
ing finalized [42] and its alternative–Cellular V2X (C-V2X)–
continues to be a priority of 3GPP in its upcoming releases
towards 6G [4]. Simultaneously, autonomous vehicles are im-
proving [68]; by the 2040s to 2060s, autonomous driving sys-
tems are expected to be standard on most new vehicles [47].

As more vehicles and services are expected to count on
V2V, the security of V2V communications will become more
critical. The IEEE 1609.2 and 1609.2.1 standards for CV se-
curity [1, 39, 40] describe the protocols that are required for
authenticating messages broadcast by vehicles (and poten-
tially also Unmanned Aerial Systems [30]), including V2V
certificates. Currently, these standards rely solely on elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) [39], and particularly on the Ellip-
tic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) for signing
V2V messages (to protect against spoofing, alteration, and
replay attacks). Notably, 1609.2 security protocols are used in
both C-V2X and DSRC systems, providing uniform security—
or, potentially, vulnerability—across the V2V domain.

Ensuring the security of a vehicle throughout its 12-15 year
expected lifetime [17] is very challenging, in part because
consumers are unlikely to respond to recalls for hardware
security upgrades [54]. Moreover, many experts believe there
is a 50% or greater chance that a quantum computer capable
of breaking “classical” cryptography like ECDSA will be
developed as soon as 2037 [51]—15 years from today. Thus,
we are already pressing up against the point in time when
we have to secure connected vehicles against the emerging
quantum threat. If this threat is not addressed, the safety and
security of drivers and passengers traveling in tens of millions
of vehicles that use safety-critical V2V applications will be
put at risk, as the ability of a quantum attacker to forge certifi-
cates and signatures will, e.g., enable an attacker to mislead
vehicles, causing massive traffic gridlock, or even manipulate
vehicle movements to cause severe, possibly fatal crashes.

It will be particularly difficult to mitigate the quantum
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threat in V2V after the classical security primitives that vehi-
cles support are eventually compromised by quantum attacks
because the hardware security modules of vehicles on the road
cannot simply be disenrolled from the V2V system, adapted
to new cryptographic primitives using over-the-air updates,
or successfully recalled as long as vehicles lack crypto agility.
At the same time, simply rolling out new vehicles with only
Post-Quantum (PQ) support (once possible), while most vehi-
cles on the road support only classical cryptography, is likely
impractical, even more so because, as we will show, the PQ al-
gorithms recently selected for standardization by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) cannot be used
in a plug-and-play manner with current V2V systems. All of
this means it is imperative that V2V security standards employ
quantum-secure, crypto-agile, and backwards-compatible de-
signs that not only ensure interoperability with both existing
and future vehicles, but also maintain the current (classical)
security guarantees in case first-generation PQ algorithms
turn out to be insecure. To this end, standardization agencies
including NIST recommend transitioning to PQ security us-
ing hybrid (also called composite or dual) schemes [9, 33]
that combine classical and PQ algorithms in one design [13].

Hybrid designs have been widely explored in related do-
mains [5, 6, 18, 21, 27, 29, 31, 46, 61, 67, 70–72, 76], but such
works do not generally comply with the stringent latency
and message size requirements of V2V communications and
often rely on bidirectional algorithm negotiation that is not
possible with unidirectional V2V safety message broadcasts.
Besides, existing works on PQ in wireless systems [6, 71]
focus on data aggregation and confidentiality, and research
into post-quantum cryptography (PQC) on embedded de-
vices [18,31,70,72,76] is mostly considered only over a more
reliable, wired channel. Most notably, existing PQ solutions
for vehicles [5, 27, 61] generally consider only intra-vehicle
communications, or specific properties like access control in
V2V, and do not address the unique challenges of authenti-
cating messages among vehicles, as follows.

In a V2V system, all vehicles must broadcast their safety
messages both quickly and frequently (on the order of mil-
liseconds) while maximizing the number of vehicles that
can transmit over the shared and limited 5.9 GHz channel,
strictly constraining signing time and transmission length.
This means, the size of each message with its signatures and
certificates must be minimized when possible and further
must not exceed the limit of the underlying V2V communi-
cation protocol. Additionally, incoming messages must be
verified and processed within a few milliseconds of arrival,
constraining signature verification time. Taken together, such
a practical hybrid design for V2V not only needs to support
above requirements by (1) minimizing signing and verifica-
tion run times and (2) complying with V2V protocol con-
straints on frame size, it must also (3) support a generalizable
technique that is not bound to particular PQ algorithms and
(4) facilitate backwards compatibility with legacy vehicles

whose hardware cannot support PQC. Incorporating PQC—
with its very large key sizes, lengthy digital signatures, or
often significant signing/verification times—is a nontrivial
and challenging problem that was not anticipated when V2V
security standards were initially developed.

Contributions— We take steps toward future quantum-
secure V2V (PQ-V2V) by proposing a practical, scalable
solution for the first era, shown in Figure 1. Depending on
technological advances in quantum computing and V2V com-
munications, production times and user affluence, the switch
to PQ-V2V may take years or even decades and consists of
several stages we identify in this paper.

Starting today, era Av lasts until ECDSA can be broken in
fewer than v hours, where v is a variable that depends both on
quantum and V2V technology advances. Based on exponen-
tial extrapolation from the 2017–2025 quantum computing
power data provided by IBM [37] together with state-of-the-
art estimates [73] of the number of necessary qubits, we expect
ECDSA will be breakable within v = 1 hour circa 2036. The
second era (era B), which may overlap with era Av, will begin
once the hardware of older vehicles on the road cannot yet sup-
port PQ authentication but new vehicles have become reliant
on PQC. Although it is difficult to predict when PQ hardware
will be widely available, companies are already beginning
to develop PQ co-processors for embedded devices [59] and
Hardware Security Modules [22], so we hypothesise era B
will begin around the mid 2030s. The last transition will occur
when ECDSA is disallowed (era C), which we estimate to be
approximately 7 years after ECDSA is deemed broken2.

Our new design for V2V authentication is carefully tailored
and instantiated for the most urgent era Av. As technological
advances become very unpredictable further in the future,
we refrain from presenting designs for the other eras as that
would be premature. Our key contribution is to show that PQC,
despite its apparent incompatibility with V2V communication
(due to large signatures and keys), can in fact be integrated
with IEEE 1609.2 for use during the Av era. Specifically, we
make the following contributions:

Hybrid Designs for V2V Authentication: Given the con-
straints above, we devise and instantiate a practical, 1609.2-
compatible hybrid design (called Partially Hybrid), wherein
we utilize PQ security only to secure the integrity of the
ECDSA key so as to provide strong protection during era Av.
This protects against quantum adversaries who are not able to
break ECDSA in the v hours that a certificate is valid, while
also maintaining all current 1609.2 security guarantees.

Infeasibility of Alternative Designs: We show that simply
replacing or combining ECDSA with any of the three recent
NIST selections for PQ standardization [58] or the alternative
eXtended Merkle Signature Scheme (XMSS) algorithm [35]
would not meet V2V frame size constraints. Furthermore, we

2For instance, 3DES, the predecessor to AES [55], was broken by the Sweet32
attack [12] in 2016 and NIST will not disallow the algorithm until 2023 [56].
Hence we conjecture that ECDSA will be disallowed circa 2043.
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Figure 1: Estimated timeline of the PQ transition period and how our proposed eras and designs align.

outline and compare a Fully Hybrid design whose security
relies on the security of both ECDSA and PQC. While such a
design is desirable in the medium term (i.e., after 2032), we
show that it will remain inviable as long as V2V hardware
and communication protocols are not upgraded to more PQ-
compliant versions and will need to be modified somewhat
for integration with future V2V technology.

Paper Organization—After providing necessary back-
ground in Section 2, we compare key properties of our Par-
tially Hybrid design with alternatives, showing the necessity
of our tailored solution in Section 3. We present our Partially
Hybrid design in Section 4, including an explanation of our
threat model, description of suitable PQ instantiations, and
informal discussion of its security. We conclude with related
works in Sections 5.

2 A Primer on V2V Security

To achieve the safety benefits of V2V for proximity aware-
ness, every vehicle broadcasts a digitally signed basic safety
message (BSM) a minimum of once every 100 ms. Each BSM
contains motion and position information to allow other vehi-
cles to coordinate their movements and avoid collisions. Every
BSM is signed and packed, along with the security informa-
tion needed for verification, into a Secure Protocol Data Unit
(SPDU) (see Figure 2). A frame containing the SPDU is then
broadcast using either DSRC [38] or C-V2X [2], two similarly
decentralized protocols based on different communication
technologies. Below, we describe the V2V communication
protocols and security mechanisms for BSMs.

2.1 V2V Security Standards

Security requirements and services for both DSRC and C-
V2X are defined in IEEE 1609.2-2016 [39, 40] and IEEE
1609.2.1-2022 [43]. Among other things, 1609.2 specifies

Figure 2: SPDU structure in a physical-layer frame of DSRC.

asymmetric cryptographic mechanisms and algorithms to se-
curely exchange BSMs, while 1609.2.1 specifies certificate
management and revocation requirements for vehicles. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates secure V2V communication under 1609.2.
Of particular relevance, ECDSA is mandated to generate sig-
natures (using either the NIST P-256 or brainpoolP256r1
elliptic curves) [39]. Beyond signatures, IEEE 1609.2 uses
compact pseudonym certificates—in which the permanent
user identity is replaced with a cryptographically unlinkable,
ephemeral identifier—to protect the integrity of the public
signature verification keys included in SPDUs. Pseudonym
certificates are rotated every five minutes3 while each one is
(currently) valid for at most one week [15]– striking a balance
between privacy and efficiency. For revocation, a single entry
on a certificate revocation list can be used to efficiently revoke
a large number of pseudonym certificates under 1609.2.1 [43].
It has been shown that this mechanism can be adapted to
support PQ certificate revocation in V2X [10].

The 1609.2 standard defines both explicit and implicit cer-
tificates. Each explicit certificate contains a complete verifi-
cation key and a signature over it by an issuer (e.g., a Certifi-
cate Authority (CA)), whereas an implicit certificate includes
only a shorter reconstruction value from which the complete
verification key can be derived using a trusted root certifi-
cate. Implicit pseudonym certificates generated using the clas-
sical scheme in IEEE 1609.2 (Elliptic Curve Qu-Vanstone
(ECQV) [19]) help minimize SPDU size: under IEEE 1609.2,
one SPDU is at most 226 bytes using implicit vs. 330 bytes
using explicit certificates. Since PQ implicit certificates that
are smaller than PQ explicit certificates have not yet been
devised, we consider only explicit certificates in our design.

Under current industry standards [63], a vehicle generally
includes its full pseudonym certificate only in every fifth
SPDU and transmits a hash of that certificate in the other
80% of messages. This minimizes the number of large frames
and consequently maximizes system capacity (see Section 3).
From this implicit acceptance of ignoring up to 4 BSMs be-
fore one arrives that can be verified and accepted, we assume
in our designs that a complete certificate must be transmitted
over the course of every 500 ms interval (i.e., across the trans-

3IEEE 1609.2 does not define this, but five minutes is a common esti-
mate [15].
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Figure 3: Current V2V security protocol: (1) Issuer generates
a pseudonym certificate over the vehicle’s ECDSA key pkc

S.
(2) The vehicle signs a BSM using ECDSA. (3) The frame
containing that BSM is broadcast. (4) The receiving vehicle
verifies the pseudonym certificate using a certificate chain
(potentially with P2PCD). (5) If the signature is valid, the
BSM is processed.

mission of 5 BSMs) to continue to meet current expectations.
We call this period a five-message cycle and incorporate it as
a critical element of our fragmentation method (in particular,
fragmentation of large certificates that can then be transmitted
using several SPDUs, see Section 4.2).

IEEE 1609.2 further defines the peer-to-peer certificate
distribution (P2PCD) protocol to support verification of
pseudonym certificates. When a pseudonym certificate is
being verified, its issuer’s certificate must also be verified,
and so on until this certificate chain is verified all the way
up to a self-signed trusted root certificate. During this pro-
cess, a vehicle will generate a P2PCD learning request if it
encounters an unknown certificate and attach that request to
its next outgoing SPDU [39, Sec. 8.1]. Any vehicle receiving
this request that has knowledge of the requested certificate
then generates a learning response. After a wait time ran-
domly chosen from the discrete uniform distribution between
0−250 ms (see Section 4.4), if the vehicle has not heard at
least 3 other vehicles broadcast a learning response containing
that certificate [64], it broadcasts its learning response. This
process works well for ECDSA, whose certificates are small
enough that a learning response can fit within a single payload,
but breaks down completely when certain PQ algorithms are
used instead. As we discuss in Section 4.4, this alone excludes
some PQ algorithms since P2PCD is mandatory under 1609.2.

2.2 V2V Communication Technologies
DSRC and C-V2X are the two major V2V protocols used

around the world defined for the physical and Media Access
Control (MAC) layers. DSRC, an IEEE 802.11 protocol tai-
lored for the high-mobility V2V environment, is the dominant
V2V protocol and de facto standard in Europe [32], more than
100,000 vehicles are on the roads in Japan [66], and, for the
time being [25]), the majority of V2V-equipped vehicles in
the U.S. use only DSRC. We focus in this paper on DSRC
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Figure 4: PQC sizes vs. DSRC payload constraint.

to develop our designs due to its current dominance in sev-
eral places in the world and the incompatibility of the current
C-V2X design with current PQC, as we elaborate below.

A significant obstacle to integrating PQC into V2V is the
maximum size of frame payloads. Under DSRC, payloads are
capped at 2,304 bytes regardless of data rate (i.e., modulation
and coding scheme) or channel bandwidth [41, Table 9-25].
This is already a limiting constraint on any PQ-V2V design,
but it is still one order of magnitude higher than the limit in
C-V2X, a similarly decentralized protocol based on 4G and
5G cellular technology. In C-V2X, the maximum payload size
(considering only practical data rates) in a standard 10 MHz
channel is a mere 437 bytes [3, Table A.8.3-1]. As this is in-
sufficient to contain even a PQ signature—let alone signature
and a public key, typically in the orders of 100s of bytes for
any of the three PQ algorithms recently standardized by NIST
(see Section 3), C-V2X as the latest 3GPP specifications is
unable to practically support post-quantum security. Adapting
C-V2X to suit PQC, or vice versa, would require significant
changes in the design of C-V2X, FCC allocations, and/or
standard PQ algorithms, which are out of scope for this paper.

3 Elementary but Inviable PQ Designs

Due to V2V’s strict size constraints alone, replacing ECDSA
with post-quantum alternatives (in a purely PQ or classical-PQ
hybrid solution) is not viable, as we explain in this section.

PQ Signature Algorithms. We consider the three candi-
date PQ signature algorithms recently selected for standardiza-
tion by NIST—Falcon, Dilithium, and Sphincs+—in addition
to the stateful XMSS [35] scheme. While both XMSS and
Leighton-Micali Hash-Based Signature Scheme (LMS) [44]
are approved in the draft of FIPS 186-5 [62], we chose to
evaluate only XMSS as its slightly smaller keys and signa-
tures [45] make it more likely to be viable in V2V. We further
give an analysis of the former alternate candidate Picnic in
Appendix C, but we do not analyze the other former NIST can-
didates (Rainbow and GeMSS) due to recent and devastating
attacks against them [11, 69].

We chose the following instantiations, correspond-
ing to NIST’s security Level 1: Falcon-512 [60],
Dilithium-II [49], and Sphincs+-128s [36]. On the other
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Table 1: PQC performance and resulting system capacity vs.
ECDSA on Qualcomm chipset; x̄ and σ denote mean and
standard deviation, respectively, over 1,000 executions.

Sign (microseconds)
Algorithm x̄ σ vs. ECDSA Hz Acceptable?
ECDSA 123 26 1.00 8130 Yes
Falcon 31009 172 252.11 32 Yes
Sphincs+ 5.59e6 2914 45447.15 0.18 No
Dilithium 4076 2614 33.13 245 Yes
XMSS 5.0e11 4.0e9 4.1e9 1.9e-6 No
Verify (microseconds)
Algorithm x̄ σ vs. ECDSA Hz vmax
ECDSA 272 13 1.00 3676 581
Falcon 555 23 2.04 1801 180
Sphincs+ 5585 206 20.53 179 17
Dilithium 1021 33 3.75 979 97
XMSS 6786 158 24.9 147 14

hand, we used XMSS-SHA2_16_256, a Level 5 instantiation,
because this was necessary to ensure we can create at least
3,000 unforgeable signatures—the minimum required to se-
curely send a BSM every 100 ms throughout each 5-minute
period when we use one pseudonym certificate. While this
instantiation gives higher security than the other schemes, it
is the only instantiation that can securely generate this many
signatures with the same key (a proposed Level 3 instantiation
can only generate 210 = 1024 unforgeable signatures [57] and
is therefore unacceptable).

Pure-PQ. We first discuss directly substituting ECDSA
with PQC, which we call the Pure-PQ design. Figure 4 shows
the sizes of public keys and signatures of each algorithm as
well as the total frame size required to contain those elements
if each algorithm were used to replace ECDSA. As the figure
shows, directly replacing ECDSA with any of the PQ candi-
dates would result in frame sizes that exceed the limit of 2,304
bytes. Using two frames per signature as a way to overcome
this is inviable as it would incur unacceptable verification
delay. Alternatively, only every other BSM could be signed
using Falcon, leaving more than half of the BSMs unsigned–
even more using one of the other PQ schemes. While allowed
in the IEEE standard, this poses much opportunity for an
attack and hence, we do not find this solution viable.

Moving on, a practical PQ-V2V design must be able to
sign at least ten BSMs per second (10 Hz) and should be able
to verify about 1,000 signatures per second (corresponding to
an average of 100 nearby vehicles). The table shows that Fal-
con and Dilithium have acceptable performance while neither
Sphincs+ nor XMSS are even close to viable if every BSM
carries a PQ signature. However, if these algorithms are only
used to sign certificates (as in our Partially Hybrid design)
rather than each individual BSM, then only 200 signature ver-
ifications are required per second. In this case, Sphincs+ and
XMSS are still slightly insufficient, but they are potentially
viable.

Fully Hybrid. To keep classical security guarantees and
add security against quantum adversaries at the same time,
NIST recommends using dual signatures. In such an ideal

Table 2: PQ Security and viability of our Partially Hybrid
compared to alternative designs.

Design Certificate BSM Auth. Performance
Pure-ECDSA Acceptable
Pure-PQ -/ Unacceptable
Fully Hybrid / Unacceptable
Partially Hybrid Acceptable

- = none, = ECDSA, = PQ, = ECDSA + PQ

design, certificates are a concatenation of an ECDSA and a
PQ certificate, and BSMs are authenticated by ECDSA-PQ
dual signatures over the same BSM. Under the current size
constraints and hardware capability, however, this is not pos-
sible for every BSM, as discussed in Pure-PQ design above.
Therefore we consider the following Fully Hybrid design.
The first few SPDUs (with the exact number depending on
the instantiation) contain BSMs signed using only ECDSA
along with fragments of the sender’s hybrid certificate. After
a few messages, all fragments are received, allowing sub-
sequent messages in the five-message cycle (if any) to be
effectively protected with ECDSA-PQ dual signatures. Natu-
rally, this additional security guarantee comes at the cost of
having to send two certificates and two signatures, increasing
the frame size to such an extent that Fully Hybrid PQ-V2V
is only possible with significant overhead compared to our
Partially Hybrid using Falcon. For all other instantiations,
more than five BSMs need to be sent in order to transmit the
entire certificate, exceeding the 5-message cycle. We provide
a pseudo-code description, the details of the instantiation, re-
sulting frame sizes, and discussion of inviability of the other
PQ instantiations in Appendix B.

Synopsis. Table 2 summarises the key properties of differ-
ent designs detailed in this section: the Pure-PQ and Fully Hy-
brid designs offer PQ and ECDSA-PQ security, respectively,
for both certificate and BSM authentication. However, the first
BSMs are not or only ECDSA-authenticated due to the need
of first communicating the large PQ/hybrid certificates. Un-
fortunately, both designs result in unacceptable performance.
This motivates our Partially Hybrid design—also shown in
the table for comparison.

4 Our Practical Partially Hybrid Design

During the PQ transition era Av (see Figure 1), strict require-
ments (e.g., the upper bound of 2304 bytes on the payload
size) are enforced to comply with the DSRC standard and
facilitate sharing the limited bandwidth among many vehicles.
Motivated by Section 3, we propose a Partially Hybrid design,
proving it efficiently provides strong cryptographic protection
against quantum adversaries during era Av; specifically, it pro-
tects against adversaries who require at least time v to break
ECDSA. We include parameter v in our design and assume
that it can be gradually attenuated as attacks against ECDSA
strengthen (e.g., 1≤ v≤ 30,000 days—see Figure 1). This is
based on current estimates of quantum computing [51,74] and
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extrapolated from IBM’s efforts [37]. Since we estimate such
quantum computers will be built no earlier than ∼ 2036, our
design allows for a grace period to develop the hardware and
V2V communication technology needed for a Fully Hybrid
design.

Our core idea is to continue signing BSMs only with clas-
sical cryptography (i.e., ECDSA) while setting the validity
period of the corresponding signature verification keys to v,
significantly reducing it from the current 1 week. We then
require the ECDSA verification key in the pseudonym cer-
tificate to be signed using ECDSA and PQ signatures. Put
differently, this design protects the integrity of the ECDSA
pseudonym verification key pkS using dual ECDSA-PQ sig-
natures, as the issuer’s keys (and hence the signatures on
the pseudonym certificates) are used over much longer time
periods and need to be protected against quantum attacks.
Our approach of carefully analyzing the quantum powers is
inspired by the quantum annoying property of [23].

In this section, we define our threat model, explain how
our fragmenting of certificates accommodates large PQ cer-
tificates, and then give an informal description of our viable
(backwards-compatible) design and suggest different PQ in-
stantiations.

4.1 Threat Model

The security goal defined by the IEEE 1609.2 standard is “to
protect messages from attacks such as eavesdropping, spoof-
ing, alteration, and replay” [39, Introduction]. Hence, we as-
sume the attacker’s goal is to make receivers accept fraudu-
lent BSMs or certificates by launching the attacks mentioned
above (excluding eavesdropping) in order to cause traffic de-
lays or collisions, among other disruptive events.

Attacker’s Capabilities. We assume the attacker can ob-
serve, drop, replay, or delay the sending or processing of legit-
imately generated and broadcast SPDUs; alter SPDUs, e.g.,
changing the BSM, changing/ dropping/ adding/ swapping
the/a pseudonym certificate; enforce BSM contents that are
then legitimately signed and broadcast by the targeted sender;
and is unable to acquire more than one pseudonym certificate
per pseudonym from CA (as is specified in [39]).

Assumptions. We assume that all computations (including
storage of secret values) are secure, i.e., no side-channel or
fault attacks can occur. Moreover, we assume that the cer-
tificate generation and verification is correct and secure. In
particular, we assume that CAs are honest, the root certificate
cannot be forged, certificates are only generated for legitimate
pseudonyms, and invalid certificates are detectable. Further-
more, we assume that all honestly generated SPDUs are ver-
ified by the verifier in the same order that they have been
sent by the signer (handled by lower layers or using signed
BSM timestamps) as long as the receiver stays in the transmis-
sion range. Moreover, we assume that communication errors
during transmission are handled by lower layers.

Certificate fields Value Explanation
version 4 Version of certificate format
type 0 Implicit or explicit
issuer C identifies issuer

to
B

eS
ig

ne
d id S identifies holder (pseudonym)

validityPeriod start, duration v validity period
verifyKeyIndicator RS reconstruction value
PQsignatureAlg PQ PQ signature scheme

others E.g., crarId, crlSeries, region
signature Signpq(skpqS ,CS) PQ signature generated by issuer

Table 3: Certificate fields of Partially PQ Hybrid certificate
CS; changes to classical certificate are shaded .

Quantum Powers. We assume that quantum computers
cannot break ECDSA immediately. Instead, we assume for
our Partially Hybrid design, that a quantum attacker needs
1≤ v≤ 24 hours. This, based on recent findings [73], requires
between 13×106 (for v= 24 hours) and 317×106 (for v= 1
hour) qubits. We refer to Section 1 for an estimated timeline
on the arrival of such quantum computers. We discuss the
resulting validity periods of the pseudonym certificates below.

4.2 Certificate Generation and Fragmentation
We formally define our certificate fragmentation scheme to
be able to give a general description of our design, as follows.

Hybrid Certificate. Let CS denote the hybrid certificate,
of which there are several types, indicated by the version
field. We propose a new version that combines an implicit
ECDSA certificate with an explicit PQ-based certificate over
the same ECDSA verification key (or reconstruction value,
as the ECDSA certificate is implicit). This means that the
issuer C holds two key pairs: ECDSA keys (skcC,pk

c
C) and PQ

keys (skpqC ,pkpqC ). We depict our proposed certificate structure
including the most important fields in Table 3.

Fragmentation. To satisfy size constraints on the frames,
we will use fragmentation. More concretely, the first few SP-
DUs include fragments of the sender’s hybrid certificate. After
all fragments are received, the receiver can verify the integrity
of the verification key using ECDSA and PQC, before using
the ECDSA to verify any signatures.

Moreover, we define a function CFragα : C→{C1, ...,Cα}
which fragments a given certificate C into α parts. The num-
ber of fragments α is optimized based on the PQ algorithm
used such that 1) α is minimal to transmit the entire hybrid
certificate as soon as possible, 2) all frames are at most 2,304
bytes, 3) the size of all frames used to transmit CS is equal, to
decrease the likelihood of frame loss due to large frames.

The inverse CConsα : {C1, ...,Cα}→ C reconstructs a cer-
tificate from given fragments. We further define H : {0,1}∗→
{0,1}256 to be a hash function.

4.3 Informal Description
The pseudo-code description of our Partially Hybrid de-
sign in Figure 5 uses the following notation. We con-
sider one run of the protocol, which re-occurs every five
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messages, as explained in Section 2.1. Moreover, we de-
fine Sc = (KGenc,Signc,Vrfyc) to be ECDSA and Spq =
(KGenpq,Signpq,Vrfypq) be a PQ scheme, see Appendix A
for a definition of digital signature schemes and correspond-
ing notation. In addition, we denote the function checking
the validity of the pseudonym certificate using the CA’s pub-
lic key by CVrfy(pkC,CS) ∈ {0,1}. The sender’s keys are
(pkcS,sk

c
S).

The proposed protocol can be divided into three stages,
depending on the frame index i ∈ [1,5], i.e., which of the five
messages in the 5-message cycle is the current one. We denote
the i-th message by BSMi and its signature by sigi, packed into
spdui. The first stage (lines 3-11) and last stage (lines 25-31)
are the same as for the ECDSA-based design conditioned on
the Boolean value bc. This value is 1 if the entire hybrid cer-
tificate has been received and verified by the receiver within
the five minutes that the pseudonym certificate has been used,
(i.e., bc is set to 1 in line 18). If bc = 0, processing of the BSM
is delayed (using function Delay(BSM) in line 11) until the
hybrid certificate has been verified. This is implicitly allowed
under the IEEE 1609.2 standard and carried out similarly to
the P2PCD mechanism in 1609.2-2016 [39], see Section 2.1.
In our design, and as long as underlying communication pro-
tocols continue to impose current strict frame size limits, we
can set a timer to 500 ms to obtain the hybrid certificate to
verify the signature and process the BSM.

The first and second part (lines 3-24) are used to communi-
cate all fragments of the hybrid certificate. Once this is done,
the hybrid certificate is verified (line 16), which means that
in the least the certificate validation period and the validity
of the PQ signature is checked4. If the certificate is valid, the
verification key pkcS is reconstructed/extracted (line 17). It
is important to note that if a signature verification fails (for
the certificate chain or on the BSM itself), the BSM will be
discarded. This is indicated by Abort in our pseudo-code, and
follows the reasoning in [34].

Our design will cease to be cryptographically secure as
soon as ECDSA can be broken within the validity period v
(even though non-cryptographic methods can still be invoked
to detect an abnormal BSM). Our design offers to adapt agile
to a change of the state-of-the-art in quantum computers.
Namely, the variable v can be decreased during certificate
generation (therefore, more pseudonym certificates need to
be generated as discussed below) and certificate verification.
Both changes are in software only as the verifying vehicle
can receive this update over-the-air. To keep the pseudo-code
as simple as possible, we omit this detail in Figure 5.

Informal Security Analysis. As also supported by our for-
mal analysis below, there are essentially two attack vectors:
1) A quantum adversary could forge a signature on a BSM.
The attacker sees the respective key ‘in use’ for a total of only
2 ·5 = 10 to 14 ·5 = 70 minutes, depending on v. Moreover,

4For explicit certificates also the ECDSA signature is verified.

1 : Sender S Receiver R

2 : h←H( CS )

3 : for i = 1, ...,α−1 :

4 : sigi← Signc(skcS,BSMi)

5 : spdui ← (BSMi,sig
c
i ,h, Ci )

6 : spdui if bc = 1 :

7 : if h =H( CS )

8 : if Vrfyc(pkcS,sigi,BSMi) = 1 :

9 : Process(BSMi)

10 : Abort

11 : Delay(BSMi)

12 : sigα← Signc(skcS,BSMα)

13 : spduα ← (BSMα,sigα,h, Cα )

14 : spduα if bc = 0 :

15 : CS ← CCons(C1, ...,Cα)

16 : if CVrfy(( pkpqC ,pkcC), CS ) = 1 :

17 : pkcS ← CS #reconstruct

18 : bc← 1

19 : Process(BSM1, ...,BSMα)

20 : Abort

21 : if h =H( CS ) :

22 : if Vrfyc(pkcS,sigα,BSMi) = 1 :

23 : Process(BSMα)

24 : Abort

25 : for i = α+1, ...,5 :

26 : sigi← Signc(BSMi,sk
c
S)

27 : spdui← (BSMi,sigi,h)

28 : spdui if h =H( CS )

29 : if Vrfyc(pkcS,sigi,BSMi) = 1 :

30 : Process(BSMi)

31 : Abort

32 :

Figure 5: Pseudo-code description of the Partially Hybrid de-
sign to be repeated every five BSMs; bc← 0 at the beginning
of a new 5-minute window; if bc = 1, the receiver knows CS;
PQ values and operations are shaded

the attacker needs to generate the forgery within the respective
validity period v. Since this would require quantum computers
operating on a large number of qubits, quantum adversaries
during era Av (see Figure 1) are not more powerful than classi-
cal adversaries during such an attack. 2) A quantum adversary
could attempt to forge the pseudonym certificate generated by
a CA. To protect against this, we add a PQ signature generated
over the ECDSA public key, resulting in the hybrid certificate
CS. Assuming that at least one–the PQ scheme or ECDSA– is
unforgeable, this attack does not succeed.

It is worth noting that connected vehicles use several non-
cryptographic safeguards to prevent forgeries of BSMs when
certificates have not been verified yet. For example, threat de-
tection services compare BSMs from a given vehicle against
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its recent BSMs to detect anomalies, so a forgery attack would
be limited in what it could claim without being identified as
an anomaly (e.g., a BSM claiming a vehicle is stopped 100ms
after its previous (legitimate) BSM reported moving at 60
km/hr would be clearly implausible). Further, on-board sen-
sors like LiDAR or cameras act as a check on BSMs; e.g., a
front-facing camera would reveal that no vehicle is actually
braking ahead despite what a forged BSM might report.

Viability. Current practice is to rotate the use of 20
pseudonym certificates throughout one week, with each used
at most 3,000 times per each five-minute rotation [53]. This
means every certificate is used in at most 100 rotations (adding
up to at most 300,000 signatures) for v = 1 week. Since our
Partially Hybrid design is only secure under the assumption
that the pseudonym certificates are valid for at most one day,
we advocate for increasing the number of certificates per week.
The flexibility of our design and over-the-air updates allow
decreasing the validity period v from one day to a few hours,
likely even less. While decreasing the validity period toward
the 5-minute (12-minute in ETSI standard [24]) absolute min-
imum would be even more conservative, using a certificate
only once overall or keeping it valid for less than one hour
might lead to practical complications [53], e.g., in defining
the overlapping duration between rollovers (currently one
hour) or related to managing a larger volume of certificates.
If these limitations of current V2V protocols are resolved in
the future (as ETSI is proposing to reduce the overlap to only
a few minutes), v can be reduced further, allowing to extend
the time our Partially Hybrid can be used securely.

Concretely, for v = 1 day (resp., v = 2 hours) the number
of pseudonym certificates should be increased to at most 140
per week (resp., 2800), assuming5 at most 20 different cer-
tificates used during v. While our approach requires a higher
number of certificates per week, the butterfly key technique
(used in 1609.2.1 [43]) allows a vehicle to obtain up to 2128

certificates per single request to a CA and efficient revocation
when needed, which comfortably allows for shorter certificate
validity time and makes our Partially Hybrid design viable.

Backwards-Compatibility. The Partially Hybrid design
can be made backwards-compatible by allowing the receiver
to ignore the PQ certificate. More concretely, this would
change the certificate verification in line 16. Our notion of
backwards-compatibility covers the scenario where vehicles’
software and protocol fields can be updated (during mainte-
nance or over-the-air) but the dedicated cryptographic unit
(the hardware security module (HSM)) that is used (among
others) to verify signatures, cannot. In order to prevent roll-
back attacks, we assume that all vehicles send and expect to
receive the hybrid certificates, even if they do not possess the
hardware capabilities to verify the PQ signature on the hybrid
certificate. We note this enforcement only adds security for

5This way, a certificate is only used in a total of at most 14 (resp., 2) rota-
tions on average, potentially increasing the security and privacy since the
certificates can be observed less often.

Table 4: Resulting sizes of frames Fi (in bytes) for the Partially
Hybrid design; |CS| is the size of the entire certificate.

PQ Scheme |CS| α F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 β

Pure ECDSA Design
- 162 1 330 200 200 200 2001
Partially Hybrid Design
Falcon 858 1 1026 204 204 204 2042
Dilithium 2588 2 1462 1462 204 204 2044
Sphincs+ 8024 4 2174 2174 2174 2174 2048
XMSS 2860 2 1598 1598 204 204 2043

receivers who actually verify the PQ certificate. The advan-
tage of this approach is that vehicles whose software but not
their hardware has been updated will be able to continue to
verify ECDSA signatures nevertheless. This approach also
enables reverting back to ECDSA-only in a crypto-agile way
in case the used PQC algorithms turn out to be insecure.

4.4 Instantiation
Table 4 presents the resulting frame sizes for each instanti-
ation of the Partially Hybrid design for viable PQ schemes,
calculated as follows. We compute the certificate size as
30+ |pk|+ |sigpk|, SPDU size as |SPDU| = 24+ |BSM|+
|certificate|+ |sigBSM|, and then the total MAC layer frame
size as |F | = 40+ |SPDU|. Where sigpk and sigBSM are the
signatures over the sender’s public key and over an BSM,
respectively. For the existing ECDSA-based protocol using
implicit certificates, the SPDU size is |SPDU|= 24+ |BSM|+
|implicit cert|+ |sig|, where the implicit cert is comprised of a
small reconstruction value RS = 38 bytes. In addition, imple-
menting each design requires a variable amount of overhead
(on the order of 30-40 bytes).

The size of the ECDSA certificate Cc
S is 162 bytes. More-

over, we compute the total frame size including the ECDSA-
signed BSM and fragments of CS with different instantiations
of α (each frame also contains about 40 bytes of overhead for
the encoded data structures). For our design to be viable, the
number of frames needed to transmit CS during the 5-message
cycle as well as to share it via P2PCD learning response (see
Section 2.1) is critical. Thus, Falcon, Dilithium, and XMSS
are viable instantiations but Sphincs+ is not.

5-Message Cycle. Falcon-, Dilithium-, XMSS-, and
Sphincs+-based certificates can be transmitted during the
5-message cycle as explained next. For Falcon, the size of
Cpq

S is 858 bytes as it includes a Falcon signature over an
ECDSA key (see Table 4, column CS). Therefore, it is not
necessary to fragment CS and one message is sufficient to
communicate it (i.e., α = 1). Hence, the payload size of the
first frame F1 is 1026 bytes and the payload size of the re-
maining frames F2,F3,F4,F5 are 204 bytes each. Dilithium,
XMSS, and Sphincs+ instantiations require larger values of α,
as seen in Table 4, which translates to more messages being
transmitted before the integrity of the ECDSA key can be
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guaranteed by both classical and PQ signature schemes.
P2PCD. Currently, under ECDSA, a certificate can fit in

a single P2PCD learning response; however, we have estab-
lished that hybrid certificates must be fragmented as they
exceed the DSRC payload size limit. Therefore, each P2PCD
learning response in our design must also be fragmented.
Moreover, before each fragment is transmitted the vehicle will
wait for a period of time randomly selected (see Section 2.1).
In Table 4, β indicates the number of frames required to com-
pletely convey a P2PCD learning response. The expected
value of the uniformly distributed wait time is 125 ms, so on
average we can expect Sphincs+ will require 1000 ms to com-
municate all β = 8 fragments of a single learning response.
For Dilithium, we would expect this to take about 500 ms, for
XMSS, 375 ms, and 250 ms for Falcon. Based on this, we find
Sphincs+ to be unacceptable as it would almost always take
longer than our 500 ms 5-message cycle to receive a learning
response if any certificate has to be requested. Dilithium is
on the edge of feasibility, but still viable, while XMSS and
Falcon should generally be acceptable within the context of
P2PCD requirements.

5 Related Work

Transitioning from classical cryptography to PQC by way of
hybrid designs is specifically encouraged by NIST [50] and is
well-established in the literature [7,18,21,28,29,31,46,67,70]
for both hardware and network protocols. However, the ma-
jority of prior work on hybrid designs has considered very
different systems than our V2V environment. For example,
the multitude of work on integrating PQC into Transport
Layer Security (TLS) (e.g., [18, 21, 29, 31, 46, 67, 70]) cannot
be applied to V2V because such works do not consider the
restricted payload size of DSRC, the latency requirements for
safety-critical BSMs, or the inability of vehicles to negoti-
ate algorithms or security parameters through unidirectional
broadcast messages. Work on TLS and its kin (e.g. Security
Protocol and Data Model (SPDM) [76]) further tends to as-
sume a wired connection where the challenges of the wireless
V2V environment (frame loss, fading, etc.) are not considered.

Prior works on PQC in embedded systems and wireless net-
works are more relevant to our work on V2V. Existing work
on embedded systems (e.g., [18, 31, 70, 72, 76]) rarely consid-
ers the above constraints, and so it is of limited relevance. For
wireless systems, PQC has mostly been considered only for
key exchange or encryption (in contrast to our focus on au-
thentication); e.g., [71] used PQC to protect the privacy of 5G
subscriber identifiers, but only discussed key establishment
protocols, while [20] investigated PQC in video streaming
systems but looked only at encryption. In the vehicular com-
munication domain, there is very limited work on integrating
PQC. Most such work focuses on intra-vehicle device com-
munication (e.g., [27, 61]), a totally different problem than
inter-vehicle V2V, and the few works that consider the 1609.2

standard at all focus on proposing alternatives (e.g., [61])
rather than a backwards-compatible transitional protocol like
ours. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to under-
take the specific challenge of devising, implementing, and
evaluating a PQC authentication scheme for V2V that can be
easily integrated into the IEEE 1609.2 standard to kickstart
the transition to a quantum-secure CV ecosystem.
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A Definitions of Cryptographic Primitives and
Their Security

Digital Signature Schemes We first present formal defini-
tions of a digital signature scheme and security concepts as
utilised in our designs and security analyses.

Definition 1 (Digital Signature Scheme). A Digital Sig-
nature Scheme is defined as a tuple of algorithms S =
(KGen,Sign,Vrfy), which are defined as follows:

KGen returns a public key pk and secret key sk.
Sign returns a signature sig on a message m using sk.
Vrfy returns 0 or 1. Upon input of a message m, a signature

sig, and the public key pk, this returns 1 if the signature
is valid. Otherwise, 0 is returned.

S is considered correct if

Pr[Vrfy(pk,Sign(sk,m),m) | (sk,pk)← KGen()] = 1.

Definition 2 (eUF). Let S = (KGen,Sign,Vrfy) be a digital
signature scheme. Let A be an efficient (classical/quantum)
adversary. We define the advantage of A against the security
experiment ExpteUFS (A) as

AdveUFS (A) = Pr
[
ExpteUFS (A) = 1

]
.

We say that S is secure against Existential Unforgeability un-
der Chosen Message Attack (eUF) if AdveUFS (A) is negligible
in the security parameter λ. ExpteUFS is defined as follows:

At the beginning of the experiment, define qsig ← 0 and
Qsig ← {}. The challenger calls KGen() to return a pub-
lic key pk and secret key sk, and passes pk to A . A may
query the signing oracle OSign on messages in the message
space MS as shown in Figure ??. Eventually A outputs a
message-signature pair (m∗,sig∗). The experiment returns 1
if Vrfy(pk,sig,m) = 1 and such that (m∗, ·) ̸∈ Qsig.

Pre-image Resistance We now define pre-image resistance
for hash functions.

Definition 3 (2PR). Let H : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}256 be a hash
function. Let A be an efficient (classical/quantum) adversary.
We define the advantage of A against the security experiment
Expt2PRH (A) as

Adv2PRH (A) = Pr
[
Expt2PRH(x)(A) = 1|x ∈ {0,1}∗

]
.

We say that H is secure against second Pre-image Resistance
attacks (2PR) if Adv2PRS (A) is negligible in the security pa-
rameter λ. Expt2PRH is defined as follows:

At the beginning of the experiment, define qH ← 0 and
QH ← {}. The challenger passes x′ ∈ {0,1}∗ to A . A may
query the hashing oracle OH on elements x∈{0,1}∗ as shown
in Figure ??. Eventually A outputs an element x∗ ∈ {0,1}∗.
The experiment returns 1 if H(x∗) = H(x′) and x∗ ̸= x′.

Certified Signature Scheme Next we give the definition of
certified signature schemes [14]. As we aim at giving a gener-
alized definition for explicit, implicit and hybrid certificates,
our algorithms are defined very generically. Following [14],
we assume that the pair (U,pkS) is uniquely bound in the
certificate CS.

Definition 4 (Certified Signature Scheme). A certified signa-
ture scheme C = (KGenC,CGen(CGenC,CGenS), Sign,Vrfy)
is defined via the following polynomial-time algorithms.

KGenC returns a public key pkC and secret key skC belonging
to the certificate authority C.
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CGen(CGenC,CGenS) is an interactive (two-party) public-
key registration protocol, involving the sender S and the
CA C running their (randomized) sub-protocols CGenC
and CGenS, respectively. CGenC takes input a secret key
skC; CGenS takes input the identity S of a sender and the
public key pkC corresponding to skC. As result of the in-
teraction, the output of CGenC is (S,pvS,CS), where pvS
is a public key value pvS, corresponding to a public key
pkS, and CS is an issued certificate. If CS is an explicit
certificate, pvS = pkS; if it is implicit, pvS is the recon-
struction value; if it is a hybrid certificate combining
two or more sub-certificates, pvS is the concatenation of
the corresponding public key values. The local output
of CGenS is (S,pkS,skS,CS), where skS is a secret key
S will use to sign messages. The owner of skC should
not learn skS during CGen. Either party can quit the
execution prematurely, in which case the output of the
party is set to ⊥.

Sign is a (possibly) randomized signing algorithm. It takes
input an identity S, a secret key skS, a certificate cert CS,
the CA’s public key pkC and a message m, and outputs a
signature sig.

Vrfy is a deterministic verification algorithm. It takes input
an identity S, a public key pkS, a certificate CS, a public
key pkC, a message m, and a signature sig, and outputs 0
or 1. In the latter case, we say that sig is a valid signature
for m relative to (S,pkS,CS,pkC). If CS is an implicit
certificate this also involves the reconstruction of the
U’s public key.

[14, Definition 4.1] defines unforgeability of a certified
signature schemes, which we will base our i-unforgeability
definition on.

B Fully Hybrid Design

We provide its pseudo-code description in Figure 6 and dis-
cuss instantiations.

Let P be the Fully hybrid protocol using the two signature
schemes Sc and Spq.

KGenC returns (pkC,skC) as in the Partially Hybrid design.

CGen generates CS = (Cc
S||C

pq
S ) with Cc

S over (S,pkcS)
and Cpq

S over (S,pkpqS ), with (skcS,pk
c
S) ← KGenc(),

(skpqS ,pkpqS )← KGenpq().

SPDUGen returns (with sigpqi ← Signpq(skpqS ,BSMi),
sigci ← Signc(skcS,BSMi), and sigi← (sigpqi ||sig

c
i ))

spdui =


(BSMi,sig

c
i ,Ci), for i = 1,

(BSMi,sig
c
i ,h

c,Ci), for i ∈ [2,α−1],
(BSMi,sig

c
i ,h,Ci), for i = α,

(BSMi,sigi,h), for i ∈ [α+1,5].

1 : Sender S Receiver R

2 : sigc1← Signc(BSM1,sk
c
S)

3 : spdu1 ← (BSM1,sig
c
1, C1 ) spdu1 (BSM1, C1 )← spdu1

4 : (Cc
S|| Cfrac )← C1

5 : if CVrfy(pkcC ,C
c
S) = 1 :

6 : if Vrfyc(pkcS,sig
c
1,BSM1) = 1 :

7 : for i = 2, ...,α−1 : Process(BSM1)

8 : sigci ← Signc(BSMi,sk
c
S) Abort

9 : hc←H(Cc
S)

10 : spdui ← (BSMi,sig
c
i ,h

c, Ci )

11 : spdui (BSMi, Ci ,hc)← spdui

12 : if Vrfyc(pkcS,sig
c
i ,BSMi) = 1 :

13 : if hc ==H(Cc
s ) :

14 : Process(BSMi)

15 : sigcα← Signc(BSMα,sk
c
S) Abort

16 : h←H(CS)

17 : spduα ← (BSMα,sig
c
α, h,Cα )

18 : spduα (BSMα, Cα )← spduα

19 : CS ← CCons(C1, ...,Cα)

20 : if CVrfy(pkpqC ,CS) = 1 :

21 : if Vrfyc(BSMα,sig
c
α,pk

c
S) = 1 :

22 : for i = α+1, ...,5 : if h ==H(CS) :

23 : sigpqi ← Signpq(skpqS ,BSMi) Process(BSMα)

24 : sigci ← Signc(skcS,BSMi) Abort

25 : sigi ← ( sigpqi ||sigci )

26 : spdui ← (BSMi, sigi ,h) spdui (BSMi,(sig
c
i || sig

pq
i ),h )← spdui

27 : if Vrfypq(pkpqS ,sigpqi ,BSMi) = 1 :

28 : if Vrfyc(pkcS,sig
c
i ,BSMi) = 1 :

29 : if h ==H(CS) :

30 : Process(BSMi)

31 : Abort

Figure 6: Pseudo-code description of the Fully Hybrid design
to be repeated every five BSMs.

SPDUVerify is defined as follows, with (sigci ||sig
pq
i )← sigi.

For i ∈ [1,α−1]: as in the Partially Hybrid design. For
i = α: CS← CCons(C1, ...,Cα). If CVrfy(pkC,CS,st) =
1 ∧ h = H(CS) ∧ Vrfyc(pkcS,sig

c
i ,BSMi) = 1 ∧

spdui of correct form, then process BSMi, update
st with H(CS) and pkS, and return 1. For i ∈ [α +
1,5]: if h = H(CS ∧ Vrfypq(pkpqS ,sigpqi ,BSMi) = 1 ∧
Vrfyc(pkcS,sig

c
i ,BSMi) = 1 ∧ spdui of correct form, then

process BSMi and return 1. Else, return 0.

Discussion on PQ Security As we first need to transmit
the entire hybrid certificate before we can sign and verify
the hybrid PQ-ECDSA signatures, the first α message(s) of
each five-message cycle are only protected using ECDSA.
Ideally all messages should be authenticated by ECDSA and
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Table 5: Resulting sizes of frames Fi (in bytes) for our Fully
Hybrid design; |CS| is the size of the entire certificate (DSRC)

PQ Scheme |CS| α F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 β

Pure ECDSA Design
- 162 1 330 200 200 200 200 1

Fully/Backwards Compatible Hybrid Design
Falcon 1723 1 1894 894 894 894 894 2

PQ signatures. However, embedding both the PQ certificate
and signature in the first frame would incur a large frame size.
Losing an important BSM due to its large frame size poses a
more severe risk than a quantum adversary who would need
to successfully run a very precise attack on the first SPDU in
the five-message cycle.

Backwards-Compatibility As with the Partially Hybrid de-
sign, the Fully hybrid design can be extended to be backwards-
compatible. The difference between the design described in
Figure 6 and its backwards-compatible variant lies in whether
the receiver runs verification on the PQ signature or not.
More concretely in the handling of the [α,5]-th SPDUs in
SPDUVerify. As before (see Section 4.3), we assume that all
vehicles send and expect to receive the hybrid certificates,
even if they do not possess the hardware capabilities to verify
the PQ signature, in order to prevent rollback attacks. We also
require each sender’s certificate to indicate whether the sender
has PQ-signing capabilities, so the verifier knows whether
to run PQ-verification, and the fact this is signed by the CA
prevents an adversary mounting a rollback attack. We note
this is not included in our implementation, as we assume PQ
capabilities for all vehicles.

Following [13], security by both schemes can only be guar-
anteed for honest sender/receivers and if both, Falcon and
ECDSA, signatures are verified. Generating Falcon signatures
does not give extra security for receivers without hardware
updates compared to pure ECDSA V2V.

Instantiation and Resulting Frame Sizes. Only signature
algorithms whose associated certificates can be sent in five
or fewer fragments α can be used in the Fully Hybrid design,
due to the five-message cyclic nature of the protocol. As men-
tioned in Section B, the only viable instantiation on current
hardware and under the current size constraints is Falcon,
with resulting frame sizes reported in Table 5. We chose to
instantiate α = 1. To be more concrete, using explicit ECDSA
certificates the frame F1 is 1894 bytes, as it contains the BSM,
the ECDSA signature, and the entire certificate CS (see Ta-
ble 5, column "F1"). As explained in Section 4.4, β indicates
how many frames are necessary during P2PCD. Although
the Dilithium and XMSS certificates can be split similarly
to Falcon, the size of their signatures alone (let alone certifi-
cates) exceed the 2,304-byte payload limit; therefore, we do
not instantiate our design using them.

C Analysis of Picnic

Picnic had been an alternate candidate in the 2nd round of
NIST’s PQC standardization but was not ultimately selected.
As this decision was not made due to a security issue in Pic-
nic (as was the case for Rainbow and GeMSS), we present
a short analysis of Picnic here. As in Section 3, we chose
a Picnic instantiation yielding a minimum security level of
NIST Level 1 from the literature, namely Picnic-L1-FS [77].
Figure 7 shows that Picnic would require frame sizes that are
completely unsustainable in the V2V environment. When con-
sidering Picnic for our Partially Hybrid design, we deduced
that even fragmentation into five parts is not small enough to
communicate the certificate within five messages. Hence, Pic-
nic cannot be used in our Partially Hybrid design. Likewise,
we also needed to rule out Picnic for its large signature sizes
for our Fully Hybrid and Pure PQ design.
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